
Terraform script monitoring through Azure Services

Problem Statement
Terraform is currently considered as one of the most popular cloud agnostic IaC tools. Terraform publishes its major/minor
releases on regular intervals, and continuously evolving. To evolve with Terraform releases, organizations which opted
Terraform as IaC tool, certainly need to monitor their own Terraform scripts and if required update the same. Along with
monitoring, the other major problems are –

● To align with various Terraform providers, in case of deprecation or introduction of Terraform resource, such as removal of
azurerm_app_service_plan by azurerm_service_plan.

● Considering updates required for Terraform resource variables (i.e. input/output).
● Terraform change communication with various teams within organization.

Solution/ Architecture
The solution depends on various out of the box features of Azure DevOps and custom code developed in .NET and PowerShell
scripts.



The architecture is fairly simple to understand, and broadly divided in 2 processes which are loosely connected. The Process 1
and Process 2, are abbreviated as P1 and P2 respectively. The major solution components and its compositions and the
processes and its stages are explained below.

● Terraform Hub – an Azure DevOps repo. The repo contains various Terraform modules (i.e. modules folder) like
azurerm_app_service_plan etc. It also contains required Terraform scripts to validate and deploy (i.e. test-modules folder)
each module.

● Validation Pipeline – an Azure DevOps pipeline. It contains tasks that behind the scene validate each Terraform modules of
Terraform Hub on a scheduled interval.

● Analysis Pipeline – an Azure DevOps pipeline, responsible to track the changes on Terraform Hub.

The stages of each process are described below.





Infrastructure Project Hub – an Azure DevOps repo. It contains various infrastructure deployable blueprints/projects written in
Terraform. It depends on Terraform Hub modules for various types of Azure resource deployment. However this repo and its
associated processes can be considered out of the core solution explained in this blog.

Technical Details and Implementation of solution
The technical details and solution implementation explained in below. There are 4 major components to be developed.

1. Change Track DB
2. Terraform Validator Executable
3. Validation Pipeline
4. Analysis Pipeline

Change Track DB
The section explain the Change Track DB creation. The solution uses Cosmos DB for MongoDB service offering of Azure.

Change Track DB Creation Steps



Step 1.
a. Login to Azure Portal
b. Search for Cosmos DB in Azure Portal top search box
c. Select the “Azure Cosmos DB for MongoDB” option
d. Provide the required information for Subscription, Resource Group

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.



Step 5.

Create the change-track-db collections

Step 1.



Step 2.

Step 3.



Terraform Validator Executable
The Terraform Validator is a .NET Core executable which is triggered using Analysis Pipeline in later stage to track the changes
of Terraform Resources and its variables from Terraform Hub and store the change information in the change-track-db.

Step 1.



Step 2.



Step 3.

Step 4.





Validation Pipeline
The Validation Pipeline is a CI-CD pipeline. The CI pipeline publishes the build artifact for the CD pipeline. The CD pipeline
executes a PowerShell task. The PowerShell scripts then iterate through each Terraform Hub modules and generate a
consolidated plan report and upload to the blob storage.

Step 1.

Step 2.



Step 3.

Step 4.



Step 5.

Step 6.



Terraform Hub Files and Format

Before explaining the Analysis Pipeline, let’s have a look of Terraform Hub and its files structure.

Step 1.



Step 2.

Step 3.

Analysis Pipeline

The Analysis Pipeline is responsible for finding the changes done on any files in Terraform Hub after making commit to the repo
master branch. The logic highly depends on the file structure of Terraform Hub modules and format. The changes are identified
by RegEx expressions based on the pre-defined file format and naming convention of Terraform resources and its input and
output variables.

Step 1.



Step 2.

Step 3.



Step 4.



Step 5.

Step 6.



Step 7.

Challenges in implementing the solution
● The Microsoft Hosted vs Self-Hosted DevOps Agent

o In case if end user has big Terraform module hubs that includes hundreds of modules, many times it has been
observed that the validation pipeline gets aborted without prior notification, if the tasks takes more than 1 Hour to
complete. In such cases it is better to use self-hosted agent instead of Microsoft hosted agent.

o With Microsoft hosted agent, sometime “System.Management.Automation.RemoteException” may occur, using
self-hosted agent also resolves the issue.

● Azure DevOps PowerShell tasks gives 2 options to execute the scripts. The “Inline” script option is good to quickly run the
script logic and test, however it is recommended to run the PowerShell scripts using “File Path” based option where the
logic is big and complex. It helps users to write logics better way, maintain and read.



● If any Terraform commands executed without proper configuration it outputs enormous non-printable / special characters as
output. To avoid those unwanted characters and generate plain and easy to read output, it is better to use Terraform
commands with configuration like “-no-color”. Also it is better to use UNIX output redirection notation along with the
Terraform command to capture correct information in the command output file.

● It is better to use the Terraform provider backend configuration as a part of Terraform scripts rather than using Terraform
Azure DevOps Task extension. The Terraform task extension is a free and easy to configure extension, however it depends
on Azure DevOps Service Connection and user can select one subscription at design/configuration time only. To set
different subscription based on the requirement it is better to write Terraform provider backend configuration as a part of
Terraform script itself.

The benefits of the solution
The solution provides the benefits over the problem statements as mentioned previously. It outlines an automated way to keep
updated Terraform modules and get in sync with Terraform release roadmap.

● With this solution user can detect any future or upcoming release that may impact their existing Terraform registry.
● User can experience a hassle free maintenance of Terraform module, even at the attribute, argument level.
● Solution used Azure DevOps as the collaboration tool to make the team aligned with Terraform module creation and

modification. In turn helps end users to use the updated modules every time.
● Release of new modules, attributes, arguments or modification of the same, can be published various way to the intended

users to keep them updated with new releases.


